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Administrators ask for
athletic fee increase
Hike would allow crew, ski team
to be funded through athletics
by Chris Richcreek
MANAGING EDITOR

UCF administrators, citing
a need for more money, are
proposing a 53-cent increase
per credit hour in the student
athletic fee.
The increase would take
effect next fall. Included in
Lhe increase would be a onedollar raise in the flat fee
students pay at the beginning
of each semester.
The current athletic fee for
a student taking 15 credit
hours is $2.42 per hour. This
includes $1.42 per hour taken
from tuition fees along with
the $15 flat fee, which, for a
student taking 15 credit
hours, is one dollar per hour.
Under the proposed athletic
fee, the amount a 15-hour

student would pay would
increase to $3.02 per credit
hour. Over a semester, this
translates into an increase of
$9, from $36.30 to $45.30.
Director of Athletics Gene
McDowell explained, "We are
striving for excellence and
this modest student fee
increase is the only sure
means of revenue support we
have to attain that goal."
The funds generated .by the
proposed increase would be
used to support vari·ous
sports. Student Government
has proposed crew and water
ski teams be funded by the
athletic department. Funding
for the band and the
cheerleaders would also be
covered by the new revenue.
Another project the UCF
SEE INCREASE, PAGE 6
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Universities question
group's ties to Moonies
by Karen l. Ziebell
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

A group called CA USA
U A has begun circulating
p ti tions on campuses across
the nation in recent weeks,
but some critics think its a
r ruiting front for the
Unification Church and the
R v. Sun Myung Moon.

U A

bicentennial of the U.S.
Constitution.
Since September, CAUSA
petitions have shown up at
Utah, Ohio State, Monmouth
New J eresy, Alabama,
Nebraska,
Minnesot'a,
Winona State, Brookdale
Community College ~nd
Queens College, among
dozens of others.
Students at the above
schools complained CA USA
m~mbers belatedly inform
them that they are the
followers of Rev. Moon, while
others charge the group is
ju t gathering names of
students to recruit for the
Unification Church.
CA USA
officials
emphatically deny it.
''This is not ome sort of
tricky recruiting drive," said
SEE MOONIES, PAGE 6

of Smith Aen·at Photography, Inc.

Holiday Inn in Quadrangle
to open doors next April
250-room inn brings

gli~,

By Steve J. Pustelnyk
NEWS EDITOR

Source: UCF Athletic Dept.

courte~y

The Holiday Inn University is scheduled to open in April of 1987. Construction on the 250
room luxury hotel, is 30 days ahead of schedule.

A 250-room hotel coined as the Holiday Inn
University is scheduled to open in the spring
of 1987 at the corner of Alafaya Trail and
University Boulevard, hotel representatives
said.
In addition to the 250 rooms, tne hotel will
offer an entire floor of 50 rooms geared
toward the business man. The sixth floor, or
concierge floor, will feature a two-way phone
system, in-room VCRs and personal
computer rentals, according to Mary
Feimster, director of sales.
"The need for a facility around here is
astronomical,'' said Feimster.
She explained the hotel will cater to the
needs of the area. ''We're trying to handle the
needs of the community. We're going to gear
our business toward the Univeristy,
Research Park and Quadrangle.''
The hotel will. feature "Celebrations," a
restaurant-lounge aimed at hotel guests and
students who want a quiet evening out.
In addition to the restaurant, the hotel will
sport a fitness center including exercise

1

specialities to town

equipment, jacuzzi, outdoor pool and jogging
trail extending around ·a 30-acre lake.
"We are not going to be a Crown Plaza
(Holiday Inn at The Florida Mall), but we are
going to be the closest thing to it," Feimster
said adding, "We are off the beaten path, yet
in an area ... that is seeing a great deal of
growth.''
The facility will cater to business men, but
will offer reasonably priced specials for
students and families. Normal room rates
. will range from $48 to $68 a night, she said.
"We expect regular use by company
employees," Feimster said. But "we are
probably going to do some packages for
students and special events,"
She said the hotel should help handle the
large number of people attracted to future
athletic events held in the vicinity.
"People have been using hotels all over
Orlando," Feimster said explaining that
having a hotel in this area will allow people to
stay closer to their business.
According to Feimster, the hotel's other
business features include a 60-seat
amphitheater, two board rooms, banquet
SEE HOTEL, PAGE 3
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Come and experience the woodsy charm.
Prices include these features:
•
•
•
•

Full-Size Washer & Dryer
Refrigerator
Dishwasher
Range

• Paddle Fan
• Mini & Vertical Blinds
• Builder will pay for title
insurance

Within walking distance from UCF

• Builder will pay four points for the
mortgage amount towards closing costs
• Builder will provide a 10-year
"Home Buyers Warranty"
~-UN_IVE_RSl_TYB_LV_D.- - - - - 1 ~

Affordable prices start in the low 50's
2 & .3 Bedrooms
CALL 275-9100

SHERWOOD
FOREST

~

U.C.F.
,_

_____.

<

LOKANOTSA TR.
. HWY 50

~

United Parcel Service.

I

Part-Time Positions Available

u s

United Parcel Servi_ce will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders· and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.

•

I

Please sign up for an interview
appointme~t in the Career Resource.
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
.workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

•

•

Car egie wa ts
college changes

'

by Karen l. Zeibell
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•
•

•
•

Barbra Bailey is a twenty-one-year-old accounting student who's long-term goal is to be
a practicing CPA. Besides a job, Barbra said she wants to get married and have
children .

American colleges are in
need of a dramatic overhaul, a
new report issued last week
by the Carnegie Foundation
asserted.
Among other things, the
foundation urged colleges to
stop requiring students to
take standardized admissions
tests, to make all students
take a ''core curriculum ' of
courses and to have all
students write and defend a
' senior thesis" before getting
their degrees.
A number of educators,
moreover, said there's a good
chance colleges may adopt
many of the suggestions in
the near future. Still others
say the recommendations are

impratical and much too
expensive.
In pushing the three-yearold school reform movement
up to the college level, the
foundation asserted college
are "driven by careerism and
o ershadowed by graduate
and professional education."
As a result, "many of the
nation s colleges are more
successful in credentialing
than in providing a quality
education for their students, '
the report said.
In early October, U.S.
Secretary of Education
William Bennett leveled
essentially the same charges,
adding colleges sometimes
are so concerned with finding
money to operate that they
don't educate students well.
SEE REPORT, PAGE 7

Florida and Georg~a;
fans learn to behave
by Rose Jackson
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE.

Florida and Georgia
footba.Jl fans apparentl:f
behaved themselves well
enough at last week's annual
grudge match - called "The
World's Largest Cocktail
Party" by local officials - to
keep the game located at the
Gator Bowl in Jacksonville.
Gator Bowl officials warned
they would cancel the
lucrative game - forcing· the
teams to play each other at
their smaller home stadiums
in Gainesville and Athens,
Ga., - if fans rioted as they
did after the 1984 and 1985
games.
In the melee after the 1985
game, poliee arrested 30
rioters, six people were
hospitalized and UF's mascot
- Albert the Alligator - was
beaten.
It was among the most
violent incidents of fan
rowdyism in recent years.
But it wasn't the only one.
Southern Cal recently fined
fans who did an estimated
$10,000 worth of damae:B
. to
\

• GREENPEACE AT UCF
Memebers of Greenpeace,
a widely publicized environmental group, will be
at UCF Dec. 2 to speak on
the state of world ecology
and ways to offset future
damage to the environment.
The program is sponsored
by PAC, is open to the
public and features speakers
and a multimedia presentation
highlightin_g
reenpeace activities including aving the whales,
pr enting nuclear testing
and combatting polution.
Th program begins at
p.m. in the student center
udi oriurn.

and

San Francisco's St. Francis
Hotel while registered there
to see the Stanford-USC
game in 1985. Two thousand
Cal-Santa Barbara fans lit .
uncontrolled bonfires on the
street after a Spring, 1986
rugby tournament.
In October, police arrested
·125 fans in Dallas for the
annual Texas-Oklahoma
game. "Just ·the normal
Texas-OU weekend." said
·
Sgt. Sherryl Scott.
But many colleges, wary of
injury and insurance
concerns, are cracking down.
Penn canceled a senior class
parade in retaliation of eggthrowing incidents at football
games. Iowa charged a
student celebrating a UI
victory with incitement to
riot.
It took a security force of
30.0 people. to keep the lid on
at the Gator Bowl last week.
Florida and Georgia had
played each other at the
neutral site every year except
in 1943. The contract between
the city, which owns the
Gator Bowl, and · the two
SEE GATOR, PAGE 5

Artist sketch of finished Holiday Inn. Complex will stand 6 stories tall and contain 250
rooms with 50 ·rooms geared toward businessmen.

FROM PAGE 1

business," she said.
Feimster said the hotel should open in
April and currently" is 30 days ahead of

space for 430 people and nationwide
teleconferencing ability.
"It'll be an office away from home for

The hotel has a showroom-sales office in
the Alafaya Plaza. It is owned jointly by
Wilson Lockridge and Association, Inc. and
is Il'1:anaged by Wilson Management Co.

HOTEL

Sing-a-long is being - dicapped drivers who have
difficulty handling coins and
presented by the UCF
opening car windows to
Department of Music.
prepay tolls through purThe program begins at
chase of window stickers.
noon on Tuesday, Dec. 2 in
The numbered stickers are
the Recital Hall at UCF.
good for six months, and the
number will be recorded by
~ GET THOSE SHOTS
toll attendants each trip.
The Health Center begins
To qualify, handicapped
administering
drivers must file an applicameasles/rubella shots today
tion at the 525 S. Magnolia
between 9and10 a.m., 3 and
Ave. headquarters of the
4 p.m and from 8 to 9 p.m.
Expressway Authority.
Shots will be administered
only on weekdays during
• GRADUATE PROGRAM
these hours, and only
Three graduate credit proemergencies will be taken.
grams for high school
•PREPAID TOLLS
physics teachers or those inThe Orlando-Orange
terested in making a career
County
Expressway
change are offered by UCF
Authority begins a program
from January to June 1987.
Dec. 1 which allows hanAn optics course runs from

sch~dule.

ding to develop a particle
beam weapon to fight aliens,
plus $4,900 for a barbeque,
but only got $1 to buy mate hes.

January 'to April, general
physics follows in May, and
the last two weeks in June
are devoted to a summer
physics institute.
Funding for the program
is available from the Florida
Department of Education,
said Dr. Jack Brennan,
director of the programs at
UCF' s physics department.
Interested persons should
call 275-2325 for information.

• GIFT OF LIFE
The UCF Winter Blood
Drive, in cooperation with
~he Central Florida Blood
Bank, is held on Dec. 2 and
3, from 9 a.rri. to 5 p.m. at
the Blood Bank's Mobile
Unit parked at the Kiosk.

• ALIENS TO COME
At Maryland, the student
government funded the
200-member
group,
Students Against Intelligent ·Nonterrestrials SAINT. SAINT originally
asked for $4 billion in fun-

• UCM SERVICE
UCF's United Campus
Ministry holds an interfaith
Thanksgiving service Nov.
24 at 1:30 p.m. in the Student Center Auditorium.
The offering goes to feed the
hungry of Central Florida.
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College hits stardom as
Cosby show hits campus
Staff Report
COUEGE PRESS SERVICE

the oldest black women's
college in the world, said
college spokeswoman Jo
Moore Stewart. She added
the school will not be paid for
the use of its campus.
"We will be recornpensated
with national recognition,"
Stewart said. "Mr. Cosby has
donated to the college
generously over the last
several years. The figures I'm
n.'ot at liberty to give out."
Moreover, Cosby has a
special connection to
Spelman.
"His second daughter
attends school here," Stewart
said, and his son will attend
Morehouse (an all-male
private college nearby) next
fall."

SKI

Spelman College has ''won''
the chance to host an onlocation taping of an episode
of The Cosby Show.
NBC, which airs the toprated TV show and Camille
Cosby - the wife of star Bill
Cosby - toured a number of
southern, historically black
colleges to find the right
campus to become ''Hillman
College.''
Hillman is the ficticious
black college Denise, one of
the show's characters,
attends. In the show,
Denise's
father
and
grandfather are Hillman
graduates.
J oAnne Alafano, a NBC
spokeswoman in New York,
Spelman and Morehouse
said Spelman, an 800-student students will work as extras
private women's college, on the show.
"best exemplifies the small
Cosby Show publicist Kim
college with traditional
values that we want Hillman Insley is not sure when actual
filming of the episodes will
to be."
Two or three colleges start on campus, but said if
competed for the chance to the episode is a hit, NBC may
serve as set for the episode, .spin off a series about the
character, played by Lisa
Alafano said.
Bonet, at the college.
Spelman is 105 years old 1

$179*
3 days/2 nights
At Maggie Valley

Feb. 12-15, 1987
Package includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Roundtrip motorcoach transportation
Accommodations for two nights
Two-day lift pass
Two-day ski equipment rental
One-hour ski lesson
678-7282

Goldenrod Groves
Shopping Center
• Per person, based on double occupancy. Hotel taxes and meals not included . (Optional meal-plan is avaliable.)

Executive Services
ci Research Park, Inc.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATORS
International Calculator
Is Now Meeting
·A NY Discounted Price!

Your One Stop
Personal Secretaries
In Your Own Back Yard

•
•

•

Support Services include:
• A Professional, Efficient Staff
• Word Processing Centers •
• 24-Hour Telephone Dictation•
• Professional Resumes *
• Term Papers & Theses *
• Technical, Legal & General Secretaries*
•Experienced In Working with U.C.F.
Students, Faculty & Staff
• Photocopying & Fasci.mile *
• Airline Ticket Disbursement Center
for A.W.O.L. Travel, Inc.
You only pay for your airfare!
There are NO AGE CY COSTS to you!
Call For Details.
•"SPECIAL" UCF DISCOUNTS WITH VALID I.D.
established in 1968

Research Pavilion, Suite 101
12424 Research Parkway

Orlando, Florida 32 26
(305) 275·6455

The Business Consultant -A Whole New Idea in Calculators

NOW In
Stock!

Ff/ht

HEWLETT
~~PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
2914 Corrinne Dr.
Orlando, FL 898-0081

•

calculator

& computer
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IT'S

Mlt'i'Tfill OF
PRIDE!
Wear The
Cara.Juflage Uniform
Of The

Puzzle

Texas students deliver
condoms on demand

Army National Guard!
lt'.s a Part-Time Job
With Full-Time
PRIDE!

Finally, the answers to
today's puzzle in today's
paper. Nifty idea, eh? Well
it's here to stay ...we think.

Slaff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Call Your Guard Armory
Today Or l-800-342-6528

On~y3weeks
left toke~

Harry and Norm
from winning
the Ponderosa
College Break·Away
sweepstakes.

You'd better enter. And you'd better do it fast.
Because Harry and Norm still stand a good chance of winning the
Ponderosa College Break-Away Sweepstakes. And that means $250 in cash
to spend any way they like on college break.
We'd hate to see our prize money wasted that way.
So come to Ponderosa for delicious meals, like seafood, chicken and
char-broiled steak. Or try our all-you-can-eat salad buffet and-"Hot Spot'.'®
Complete meals you11 love at a price that fits the student budget. Cheap!
And be sure to enter the Ponderosa College Break-Away Sweepstakes.
We know you can put the $250 to better use than Harry and Norm.
But hurry, they're already checking into accommodations.

Three
enterprising
University of Texas students
have started a condomdelivery service in and around
their Austin campus.
D~spite the problems
another student condom
service encountered at
Harvard, the UT students
hope to franchise their idea called ' •The Protection
Connection" - to other
campuses around the
country.
It is, said partner
Christopher Bray, "the
perfect student business."
"Everyone dreams about
starting their own business,"
added Sid Graef, who along
with classmate Christian
Taylor, compose the rest of
the company. "Everyone
wants that feeling of
success."
They're counting on
students having other kinds
of dreams, too. "Everybody's
going to be sexually active at
some point, so they may as
well be protected," Graef
explained.
So during most evening and
early-morning
hours,
Protection
Connection
delivers direct to lovers'
rooms six to 12 condoms or
contraceptive sponges for
prices ranging from $5 to $20.

GATOR
FROM PAGE 3

Harry and Norm's idea of afun place to stay.

!
)
)

universities expired last
week. Despite reaping about
$24 million in business from
the
annual
match,
Jacksonville officials said the
destruction and crime were
costing it too much money.
If things didn't get better
this year, they threatened not
to let the teams play at the
Gator Bowl again.
••1 don't want to sound
negative," said Dr. Dwight
Douglas of the University of
Georgia, "but the rivalry was
getting a little out of hand."
Local police, the Florida
Highway Patrol and even the

Bray said the idea arose
last month when one of the
partners happened to mention
the Japenese tradition of
selling contraceptives door to
door. Graef got enthusiastic
enough about the idea to
print flyers and post them
around campus.
Bray said the phone started
ringing within 30 minutes.
The campus Health Center
soon bestowed legitamacy on
the firm. ··we pass out their
information on venereal
disease and they distribute
our flyers, ' Taylor said. "Let
the (uninformed) make the
jokes. We are a serious
business.
The idea was never
accepted at Harvard last
year, when six freshmen
started "spermbusters.' It
only lasted a few days, said
Darius Zoroufy, one of the
student backers of the
Harvard experiment.
''It was deemed to be in bad
taste unofficially by the
school administrators, '
Zoroufy said. "It was
something they didn't want
operating on campus."
11

Harvard prohibits students
from operating businesses
out of dorm rooms, a
spokeswoman at the dean of
students' office said. She
declined further comment on
the subject, saying it would
be ••inappropriate."
U.S Coast Guard combined to
bring it under control. They
inspected fans at the gates for .
open containers of alcohol,
and rousted fans who drank
while on sidewalks or in cars,
said Richard Fagan, general
manager of the Gator Bowl.
Police also ringed the
stadium after the game to
keep the fans off the field and
the winning team's band Florida prevailed on the field,
31-19 - was not allowed to
play.
With the exception of the
score, "everything went just
as planned, '' reports Georgia
assistant athletic director
Greg McGarity. Gator Bowl
officials gave him "every
indication we are going to
sign (to play in the stadium)
again. ' '

1QTH ANNIVERSARY
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groups have "been here under
several different names.
They've been here at least
three times that I can recall.''

FROM PAGE 1
CA USA USA President
Joseph Sanchez. "We're not
asking for donations.''
"Frankly, you don't have
any proof (of any CA USA ties
to the Unification Church),"
CAUSA publicist Joy
Garratt told a College Press
Service reporter.
Sanchez added, "CA USA is
not affiliated with the Rev.
Moon. I'm a Roman Catholic.
But Ronald Hilton,
professor emeritus at
Stanford and the editor of
"World Affairs Report,"
contends CA USA is a Moon
organization.
"Moon has a very complex
network of organizations,"
Hilton said. "Within the
network
of
Moon
organizations, there is one
called CA USA International,
which promotes the anticommunist cause.''
At the University of Utah,
student activities coordinator
Virginia Peterson, who
believes CA USA is a
network, said Moon-affiliated

Take a day off from smoking
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0
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0 rnericon
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Hilton charges Moon's ties~=================================================::::::::::==============;
to American campuses 'are,
far more numerous than the
academic world suspects,"
adding they have ''reached a
degree of intellectual
respectability which is quite
suprising."
Sanchez said his group has
gotten "help" from CARP the Collegiate Association for
the Research of Principles which makes no secret of its
ties to the Unification
Church.
But CAUSA, he said, just
wan ts to get people to say
they don't like communism.
"Who could argue that?
Virtually everyone who was
asked did they agree said
'Yes,"' Sanchez said. "Over
seven million people have
signed."
Hilton agrees. ''Who indeed
could argue (with such
sentiments)?" Hilton asked.
"rn theory, that's all very
noble anq profound."

FEE

u

I

p

s

UCF' s current fee of $2.42
' is the third lowest among
Florida state univesities.
,.··~..:~
Only Florida's $1.11 fee and
L:::~~~#"""'
. ·."' ~."."'.,_"'~. =~~~.,
• ~-.=.~
':.=·,;:·:.:·:::·r::::r.·.
athletic dep-artment began is Florida State's $1.15 fee are
the creation of a track lower.
·
u
program. A $1-rnillion track
The
two
colleges
have
would be built within two
years if the increase is larger enrollments and
generate over three times the
successful.
after a missed period. And e.p.t. Plus has Early Ptegnancy'Tuf.~
Funds
for
more amount of athletic funds UCF
proven 99% accurate in lab tests. e.p.t. Plus, ~'-:~' , ,, -xvr." .<(f!~:~~t?. .MlfWllSJ~
scholarships, as sis tan t does. Both schools, however,
1TI<5TKfT
a fast and easy way to know for sure. '\
coaches and tutors would also charge students admission to
be covered by the new athletic events.
·I~~~__!.:.._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
increase.
In order for the proposed
A public hearing will be
increase to take effect, it held Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the
must be approved by UCF Student Center Auditorium
President Trevor Colbourn to discuss the proposed
and the Board of Regents.
increase.

The pregnancy test for your
e¥ies onIy.

FROM PAGE 1
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Alafaya Village

~

0

Shopping Center

Thanks for Making Our Address
$
Your Address ...
Bridal • Prom • Pageant • Cocktail
LEE ROAD SHOPPING CENTER

•

Sizes 4-24~ In Stock

918 Lee Road*(~ Mlle w. of 1-4)
Orlando, FL 32810 (305) 828·2960

*

Thank You!.ROBERT'S ICE CREAM (Handmade on the premises); I& M
VIDEO (Exciting Hollywood selection); HUNGRY HOWIE'S PIZZA (Tasty and habit-forming - - Coming soon); STYLES OF THE TIMES (The new
hairstyle with the personal touch); ALAF AYA CLEANERS (Quick and efficient service - - Coming soon); TIEN GARDENS CHINESE
RESTAURANT (Affordable gourmet lunches and dinners); CRACKERBARREL STORES (Country-style eating - - Coming soon); DR. GEORGE
ALAN YARKO DDS (The latest in modem, professional dentistry); OXFORD'S (Innovative, unique restaurant and entertainment complex - - Coming soon); HOLIDAY INN (Showromr md pre-opening office).

I & M VIDEO
The Complete Home Video Store

UCF Students, faculty
& Staff

1 YEAR FREE MEMBERSHIP
Just show us your l.D.
Alafaya Village
Shopping ~atu

· located at the
cmner of Highway 50

Alafaya Village Shopping Center

@@@ 273-4570

Eut and Ala!aya Trail
near UCF. Central Florida
~

amtta &

Park. Martia
liDghouae

Far leuiDg i:nformatiou
oa joiuing u.1 at Alafaya
Village Shopping Ceater
call v- FuJ t.o11 at C305}
281-8229 GI' write
Alalaya Auociatea,
11602 East. Colonial Drive.
Orludo. FL 3.2817.
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REPORT
FROM PAGE 3
In response, Harvard president
Derek Bok, Educational Testing
President Gregory Anrig and
American
Association
of
University Professors General
Secretary Ernest Benjamin,
among others, blasted Bennett as
being
hypocritical
and
shortsighted.
Bennett later claimed an
unnamed educator told him that, if
he continues such criticisms, no
college would rehire him as a
professor after he leaves the
Department of Education.
The response to the Carnegie
Foundation's version of the same
criticisms has been considerably
milder.
"We are always open to
discussion,'' said
Dr. Thomas
Brewer of Georgia State.
Some adminstrators were quick
to claim such reforms - especially
in admissions tests and requiring
senior thesis - would be great for
others, but not for them.
"Our view is that Dr. (Ernest)
Boyer (the report's author) is
primarily addressing smaller
undergraduate schools," said Dr.
Bernard Cohen, vice chancellor of
academic affairs for the University
of Wisconsin-Madison.
Georgia State's Brewer added
"we would devise other admissions
standards" if the foundation's case
for doing so is good enough.
Both Brewer and Cohen agreed
Boyer's suggestion to make
seniors write and defend theses in
front of a panel of faculty members
would cause a "logistical
nightmare."
"There's no way to do that,"
Cohen said. "Our graduating

classes are about four to five
thousand now. To staff and
schedule the small seminars (for
seniors to defend their theses!
would be an extraordinary cost.··
The Carnegie Foundation also
proposed making all collegians
demonstrate English language
proficiency to graduate, and pass
core English, art, history and
science courses.
The proposals, said Robert
Hochstein of the Princeton-based
foundation, were reached after
three years of interviewing at 29
colleges of differing size and
mission.
''Our goal is to make college
better for all students, period. If in
doing so, the colleges become
better known, and more successful,
so be it," he said. "We are driven
by concern that the next
generation be adequately prepared
to meet their responsibilities to not
only students, but adults as well."

"We don't find a lot of surprises
in this report," said Dr. Robert
Edington of Clarion University of
Pennsylvania.
"This merely reinforces what
we're already doing," he said. "I
believe this report is going to have
to have a very positive impact.
Carnegie is a prestigious
organization that everyone listens
to."
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the NUTCRACKER
December 10, 1986

SCA
8:00 p.m·.

Tickets Available at KIOSK
$2.00 students $5.00 general admission

~
PAC is funded through the Activities and Services
Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of the
University of Central Florida.
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After years of previous schoolreform reports ·from the Carnegie
Foundation, the U.S. Department
of Education, the National
Commission on Education in the
states and alomst a dozen other
bodies, many schools feel they're
already on the road to what last
week's report called "an American
college renewal.'' .
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Addtional forms available at the Student
Government KIOSK

Challenger Run Here at U.C.F.!
Saturday, November 22, 9:00 a.m.

For your Free Florida Challenger T-Shirt
send $14.00 or more in your collections to the
dres...,,·'lr.~i::i~'i~~:r~~Fr

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, at 9:00 a.m.
Here at U.C.F.!I!
This event is to benefit the Astronauts Memorial Foundation in building an
Astronaut's Memorial and Educational Center at Kennedy Space Cent.er, and ls being·
carried out in cooperation with NASA. Donation Forms are available at the Student
Government KJOSK or can be sent to The Astronauts Memorial Foundation, P.O. Box
628003, Orlando, Florida, 32862-8003. T~ event is sponsored in part by Student
Government, Delta Sigma Pi, and is yet another service project brought to you by Alpha
Delta .fi Sorority and Sigma Chi Fraternity. There is no entry fee to participat.e in this
event, though a $14.00 donation is requested for a T-Shirt. See ya' Saturday the 22nd!t!
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Athletic fee boost
worthwhile; SEPS
fund cut dangerous
UCF tackled two important matters involving
money this past week. When all was said and done,
the scorecard read: one successful idea, one not-sosuccessful idea.
The proposal to raise the UCF student athletic
fee is a good one. In order for UCF to remain in a
growth state, the athletic program must expand
out of debt and head towards success. The increase
will hit the student in the pocketbook, but the
burden is worthwhile.
Part of a school's prestige comes from the
success of its athletic program. In UCF 's case, the
athletic program has had a past history of little
success and large debt. Since Director of Athletics
Gene McDowell took over the reigns, athletics has
moved progressively forward. Although there have
· been some rough spots along the way, the
department has been successful in limiting the
debt.
With the increase, the crew team, one of the most
successful athletic programs at UCF, will receive
the funds it richly deserves. A track program will
also be instituted as UCF continues to strive for
high athletic goals on its way to Division I-AA.
As for the student who has to pay the increase,
he or she can look to Georgia Southern, a I-AA
school, for inspiration. Georgia Southern, a foe on
the football field this season, has an athletic fee of
$83.20 per semester. That's $37.90 more than
UCF' s proposed increase.
Georgia Southern was also the Division I-AA
football champ last season.
UCF is working towards a similar goal. The
increase is necessary to accomplish this.
On the other hand, the decision to cut the
Student Escort Patrol Service program is a
·
mistake.
The SEPS program is a valued part of UCF. The
escort service averages over 50 escorts a night.
That's 50 UCF students and faculty members
assured their safety by the escort service. No price
can be put on that.
Yet by cutting the budget for SEPS, the UCF
administration may have done just that. One
SEPS patrollman said manpower has been cut 50
percent. This is an unnecessary and costly cut.
With the police force not always available, SEPS
provides one more dose of preventive medicine to
halt attacks on campus.
Funding needs t o be found for this worthwhile
.. program. Student Governmnet President Ira
Smith has expressed interest in working to keep
the SEPS force at full strength. Possibly, by
following his lead, something may be arranged to
keep the program running at full steam.
SEPS is one organizations that works at UCF. It
is something that needs to be kept, at all costs.
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Dating game show too easy for TV
Something's bugging me. Turn on the TV at 7:30
p.m. and flip the selector to Channel 6. It's the
New Dating Game. But unlike many of today's
rehashed shows, the new dating show is not just an
old show with a new host ~or hostess).
A quick note here. I am not a reglilar viewer of
the show. It just happened to be on when I
was .. uhhh .. studying. Yea, that's it.
Anyway, if you watch, or listen, closely during
the show, · you'll notice the questions are more
risque than the ones asked on the old show. They
delve deeper into more intimate topics such as
what primal mating calls Bachelor No. 1 would
make to attract the female asking the questions
and what kind of bath/shower the contestants find
arousing.
Now I'm no prude, but on network prime time
this seems a bit much. The bachelors are even
asked how they would classify their fellow
bachelors if they had to name a brand of candy bar
or cat litter after them.
It gets worse. At the end of the show, when the
lucky couple is introduced, their prize is
announced. This is where the show really begins to
reek of sexual promotion.
On the old show the couples won a trip to
Beverly Hills for a nice dinner-for-two. On te new
show, trips of two ~ays_ and three nights to exotic

places such as England and Hawaii are awarded. '
Now tell me - what is the couple supposed to do
after dinner the first night?
On this lovely trip, the announcer says, the
couple is to be escorted by the Dating Game's
chaperone. Now I ask you, where is this guy going
to be after dinner on the first night.
Sounds like some kinky kinda stuff going on
here.
Today's the day. Remember last week when I told
you about the Great American Smokeout? Well I'd •
just like to remind you about it. Even though
you'll be reading this after the official start of the
day, it's never too late.
I want to know if any of you quit. Even for the
day. Let me hear from you. I'll be out in front of
the cafeteria around 2 p.m. today. The Wellness
Center has asked me to draw prizes for the raffle
being held for people who trade a pack of cigarettes
for a shot a free lunch.

For those who help the students
Rarely do we have the
opportunity to recognize
greatness when it doesn't occur at
the top level. Once in a while,
someone comes along who truly
stands oq.t among the rest of the
crowd ... an accomolishment
certainly more difficult.
My older brother has a
computer science degree from
UCF. When he entered college in
1982, he had a lot of things that
needed to be worked out, such as
t he
Florida
residency
requirement, financial aid and
finding on-campus empioyment.
In a system that has grown so
large that individual attention is
hard t o come by, my brother
found someone who cared enough
to make sure he was not lost in
the crowd.
That person ws Anne Ryder.
Ryder didn't just send my
brother to the appropriate offices.
Instead she phoned ahead to
make sure there was someone
who understood the exact nature
of the problem at the office to
which he was directed. When a
problem came up. he always knew
there was a friend.I face in the

Well, a tew weeks ago in this
column, I suggested that as •
students we should all take time
to recognize someone on campus
who ha·s gone out of the way to •
help us. Ryder did not have to do
any of the things she did for us,
and because she didn't have to, I
·Admission's Office to lend a feel it is appropriate to recognize
helping hand.
her efforts.
Anne Ryder had no connection
to our family prior to my brother
entering college, yet she cared
enough to provide the attention
he needed. When I entered college
the next year, I received the same
care and treatment.

We are going t o attempt to
recognize others on this campus
through an award tha t we
appropriately have named t he
" Because You Didn't Have To
Award. " We need your help to
find people who, in t he same spirit
Ryder exemplified, have served
Of course these things I have our university's community.
written about are from personal
experience_ Yet, I can't help but If you know of anyone that you
think that . as Ryder provided feel should be recognized with •
personal assistance to my brother this type of award, please drop us
and me, there are others on this a note with his/her name and an
can:pus that benefit from her explanation of why this person
..
canng. Ryder no longer works in stands out in your mind.
the Admissions Office, but she
.
We are located m SC 155 or can
continues to serve the students in
another administrative office.
be reached at 275-2191. T}.ie SG
HOTLI E is always working at
'f ou may have asked whr I am 281-5300. Please let us know how
usmg my _column to recogruze her. we can serve you better.
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ACROSS

38 Marsh
39 Nimbus
40 Permit
41 Spanish article
42 Chicken house
44 Classify
47 Cascade
51 Witty remark
52 Toward shelter
53 Group of three

1 Simian
4 Cloth measure:
pl.
8 Strike
12 Electrified
particle
13 Kind of tide
14 Affection
15 Conducted
16 Rules
18 Ceases
20 Short jacket
21 Pronoun
22 Employ
23 Hard of hearing
27 Existed
29 Skill
30 Climbing species of pepper
31 Slan on door
32 Transfix
33 Preposition
34 Sun god
35 Begin
37 Bespatter

54 The self
55 Dispatch
56 Cook slowly
57 Lair

DOWN
1 ls iii
2 Bard
3 Furnishes money for support

4 Goals
5 Sign of zodiac
6 Most crippled
7 Malice

8 Defame
9 Parcel of land
10 Hall!

17 Negative

19 Hebrew letter
22 Vase
24 Latin conjunction

25 Danish island
26 Pennant
27 Desire
28 Pilaster
29 River island
30 Cut short
32Go
33 Obese
36 Man's nickname
37 Leave
38 Reproached
40 Attics
41 Teutonic deity
43 Either's partner
44 Shine
45 Venetian ruler
46 Kind of collar
47 Existed
48 Beverage
49 Playing card
50 Falsehood

11 Footlike part

Solution to today's puzzle on page 5.

•

Solution for Tuesday's puzzle on page 11 .
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Comer of Alafaya & £. Colonial
Orlando, Florida 32817

HOST HOTEL
FOR
UCF EVENTS

• Luncheon Buffets
• Seafood Buffet Friday
Nights (all you car~
eat)

OUR LOUNGE FEATURES

Lunch
Dinner
llam-2pm 5pm-10pm

Banquet And Party Facilities Available

NOW IN ORLANDO
NEW YORK'S NUMBER "l"
ELECTROLOGIST
Specialists exclusively using the Insulated Bulbous Probe
Technique, for immediate permanent results with comfortable
treatment resulting in smooth skin with no scarring.

TREATMENT GUARANTEED
Also features TRS for losing inches in those difficult areas for men
and women while relaxing. Other benefits - eliminates cellulite and
relieves pain from PMS, arthritis, sciatia, rheumatism and tense
back and neck muscles.
PRIVATE ROOMS, CLINICAL APPROACH AND STERILIZATION ASSURES UTMOST CONFIDENCE
Recollllllended by Physicians-Featured Frequently in Leading National Magazines

UCF DISCOUNTS WITH UCF I.D.
50% OFF on First Treatment or Session
10% OFF an ALL Future Service through 1986
Introducing Lilieth L. Brooks,
Manager and experienced electrologist, relocated from the original New York Office.

FREE CONSULTATION
DAYS, EVENINGS
AND SATURDAYS

JACKSONV_ILLE, FL

682-6018

978 Douglas Dr. Ste. 102
Altamonte Springs
(Between 434 & 436, 1 bile. W of 1-4)

NEW YORK, N.Y.

GMAT Dec. 7
GRE Dec. 16

l(ApLANf

• Thursday Night • College
Night w/speclal prices
• Happy Hour Nightly·
5- 7 pm
• Entertainment · TuesdaySunday

to

Class starting

You may. if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT.
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school
~

10% discount for Students,
Faculty and their Families
for hotel accomodations.

Beautltuny Redecorated Restaurant

HOURS: Breakfast
6am·llam

Are you denying
yourself a better shot
· at grad school?

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

678-8400'
2238

Wlnterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL

fj~
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MARCH 14 • 21, 1987

~
l~

$539.oo

I

TRIP INCLUDES

@

I® • 8 Days • 7 nights at VAIL Raquet Club •

II :• ~~~~:~~
W

De,uxe Townhouses

air on Delta

Wine • Cheese Party/one Dinner

I., : :0:::::. l~::kets

1

I

and Ski rental available
For detailed information, call:

Dr. ROY WALTERS· EECS 281·5305
Travel Arrangements byALL·lncluslve Travel
677·8508

I
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GREEK CORNER
Pl Kappo Alpha
Pike pledges, be ready , Ingress In
lomorrowll Be there or be lndependenlll To
the Ill sisters, all of the brohlers and pledges
love you all very muchl I
Pl Bela Phi
We love our sisters, oh yes we do. we love
our sisters, our hearts are true. when you're
not with us our hearts ore wine, Sllverbluel
Oh sisters we love youll Love, the AWESOME
p ledge class 17
Kappo Sigma

This Is a test:
yxwvutsfqponmlkJl]Ofedcbol 234567890
This was on~ o editor's test.
Congrats to our new brother's!
Lei's lake over Miami this weekend!
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sig Ep Brothers and Pledges: Get ready for
the retreat starting tomorrow. It's going lo
be a lot of tun ...ho, ho, yuk, yuk. Lei's give
Don B. a swirly tor his birthday!
Delta Gamma
Yo Dee Geesll
Hope that everyone Is psyched and ready
for ANCHOR BALLI ! Congrats lo all our
pledges for doing such a great job on their
pledge EXAMSll

Attention all UCF sororilles:
Looking forward lo seeing you at the ATO
house. a "Night In the Islands." Flrdoy 21st.
Grass skirts optional.
ATO, TKE, Pl Beto Phi, & ADP:
Saturday night jungle cruise at the ATO
house. Jungle gear required

College Democrats
Membership open to all students. Meetings
are held every Wed. In Student Center room
214 at 6pm. Need more Info, please leave
message on recorder by calling 275-4394.

The Fellowship of Christion Athletes Invites
you to Join us on Thurs al 6:45 pm in the new
Athletic Facility. Coll 275-7829 or 275-4174
for more Info.

---------

,

_______

Student Personnel Association
Look for our Interview workshop lo be held
on Dec 3. Many different aspects of on Interview will be discussed. All majors
welcome. More lnlormollon coming!
S.T.R.A.T.A.
EVERYBODY WELCOME; Turkey Bash Porty 7
o'clock al the Knight Out Pub on Sunday the
23rd, 53 all you con drink. Members
remember the picnic this SAT the 22nd al
Lake Claire

M F 2bed 'l X both pool, jucczi. rec. pork,
ruscawilto 10 mm North UCF. Nonsmoker
S2301mo & ~ ull CaU 356-7713
2 roommates needed-<:on move In otter loll
serne51er. 3bedroorn/2bolh duplex three
miles from UCF. Own bed room al
S167 month and 'S util coll o fter 6. 658-0618
Luxury Apartment ot sho re ·Hurry· Own
most9fbedroom and both washer/dryer
fireplace lokeview 3rd noor. Free tennls. raquetbofl, pool, boots, you pay 235 & hott
utilities. I pay 400 & hall utilll1es. They o re
on~ 1 yr old hos new furniture very p lush.
Just ott SR434 c o l Chrts-774-1178 from 8pm10pm for more informa tion
Ma le-rmma le wonted 2br/2bolh l mile from
UCF. Con hove own room. Con move In Dec
l or Jon l. Sl80 / mo & V. ulll. Coll 275-7876.

FOR SALE

MOOElS
ACTORS- Cameo Agency: oow
screer-.ng exp. or 1nexp. MAGAZI E, TV
Film SOU h Ollondo 352-4250: nlef Po
629-6627

TYPING - Don't sacn ce th pe oncl
touch! 21 Y1$ e penance Pert hon m
special Thesis e pert coll sle 7 300
days 647-4451 eves

Typcng ssoo oo per week from home For
information send a self-addressed stomped
stomped envelope lo Homes box 26130
Orlando FL 32816

Word p rocessing Ir Graphi cs 64.8· 2406

Diamonds. emeralds, jewelery, etc at o
whole sole price, coll alter 6:0 0 p .m
682-4088.
Datsun 200sx 81 5 speed, a ir, a ll power,
g ray Int ext fabric Inf. 76k ml $4000 Coll
273-0777
Dependa ble tra nsporta tion. Don't spend
lig ht money on a Puegol bicyc le. For the
so me money, you c on get In out of the
weather and hove that dependable
transporta tion In a '71 Audi. While, sunroof,
llowthru ventilation, 3-sp auto-trans, om-Im,
Pirellls all a round, 4-dr Sedan reclining
bucke ts, S500. 657-8035
Brunswick pool fable wllh standing rack and
c ue s, Sl25. Coll 2B 71 8-4:30 or 273-1215
between 6 & 9 p.m.

Room for rent-Geneva own both microwave
4yr old home 15counlry miles from UCF 260
month~ 70 week~ pays all pets ok ph
349-9392
Duplex Rent -2bdrm 2 blhrm 1 yr old washerdryer dishwasher mini-vertical blinds close
to UCF 390 mo coll days 290-0911 After 6p
862-3188
3br condo Tuskowlllo w/d includes all furn
550 or 500 unlum avail Jan 87 coll Jess or
Rick 365-6368
Duplex Apt. 2br, 2both , garage
Orange/Holden Ave. area, oil appliances,
many extras, $450/mo. 273-9109
Chuluoto - Own room, washer-dryer ,
microwave. Easy access to UCF-15-20 min.
Non-smoking, quiet. Coll Ken 365-9970 or
281-5084

Block vinyl solo, 811. Long, S30. Rust vinyl
loveseot, S35. Lamps. Strollee baby seal,
Sl8. 365-5993.
79 Fire-bird, gold. Excellent cond. am-fmcoss- Air lilt & pr st very clean call 851 -2325

l

FREE ONE MONTHS RENT FREE
No application fee
Sussex Place
LARGE 2 and 3 bedroom 2 FULL baths
washer/dryer hook-ups
Pool - jacuzzi - tennis and more
UCF/Martln area
Families welcome
281-6393

Pool side, bottom floor, desirable location,
furnished , one bedroom, V. mile from UCF, 2
Lorge Pools, 2 tennis courts, begin lease Jon
l, 1987. Only S330 month
Coll David 658-4481
Fox Hunt Apt-2bdr-2both S495 avail Jon
coll 282-1721 lor more Info

IRVCES·.
ABORTION SERVICES. birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselllng. VD
screening low cost. conlldenllol services
and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florido Women's
Health Orgo nlzollon

Female rmmote-fumlshed bedrm. Kitchen,
,. laundry, family rm. Ulilllles Included. Privacy
5230.00 mlh 679-7575

Rider wonted to shore driving expenses to
or from Columbus, OH Dec. 19..Jon. 3 Coll
351-2927.
Wonted Desperately
3 .Journey Concert Tickets a t Lakeland- Nov
22. Wiii pay SSSS.
Coll Louro anytime 275-437 1

Tutor: Spanish. several years experience, a ll
levels p hone 682-4088
STUDENT LOANS 52500/$5000 27 3-3263
All ages. No c redit. Insured plans.

Looking for 12 good people lo form Archery
Club. Coll Doren 299· 0997

Moles needed for sperm donor program al
Fertllfty Center or Central Florido. Anonymity
guaranteed: S35 per specimen to reimburse time and travel. Near UCF. Coll
281 -8637 from 7om-3pm deity: for more Information.

Vicky
Elen Though It's a day early. II wouldn't hurt
to wish you a great Happy birthday. Wish
you all the best. Thanks for being o great
frelnd. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Vivian

Dodge Wagon 79 clean 51295 call 281-8183
Apple Sollwore sale : Apple Writer,
Bonkstreel Writer and speller, Flight
Simulator, Pronto DOS, From-up, plus, 23
more, originals and with documentation,
coll Mork at (305) 886-7060 ofter 6pm

Need money for college? We wlll locate
5-25 financial sources guaranteed. Free
details. JMM Financial Box 2363C Petoskey
Ml 49770

I love my big b rother Cyril
Koren
lnternollonol Correspondence-write lo
students-M/F-exchonge viewpoints or practice foreign languages-visit each other.free
lnformollon-lnternatlnol penlrlends, POB
140782 FL 32814

Tournament ploy ping pong table complete accessories sas re aeroplanes best
offer. Sinclair 1500 computer S45 desk S25
call 282-6869
Organ-conn, double keyboards, full pedals,
excellent condlllon. Retails for Sl,100 must
sacrifice for SSOO. Coll 645-1883.

Computer student-help in setting up 18MXT for business and personal use. Lotus
helpful. Hours and pay flexible. Call Paulo
365-2450.
,

________________

DI! Don't gel down when I'm not around...
Cause I love you ... and so does the dogl CU
soon
HK

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. All work
prepared on commercial word processors
for error free neatness. We use IBM Equipment Letter quality printer not dot-matrix.
Free rough drafts and revisions. Some day,
weekend and overnight service available.
Over 13,000 satisfied students. Coll
671 -3007.

Mork H.-Hoppy birthday babe. Love your
best bed buddy, llllle stud, the dancing
queen XOXXOO
To our big brothers, Jeff and Mike - we LOVE
you both very much. We are glad you're
ours! SIG-EPS ore #111
Love otwoys, Kris and Liiiian

RESUMES AND COVER LETIERS
Designed/revised/typed - 657-0079

Lost Diamond solllolre ring. Please return for
reward. Strong senllmenlol value please
coll 658-6465.

TYPING. Fast, accurate, reasonable Close to
campus. Coll Berny 282-4168

Receptionists/Secretaries
Port-time positions apply
12424 Research Parkway Suite 101
(Research Park) 275-6455

Koppa Deltas,
Woy lo go with the new quad. It's going to
be great. We love all our surro unding
neighbors. KD n
Love,
KD Pledge Closs

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

Looking for work? Norrell is looking for you!
Norrell Services hos many positions short
and long term. Never a contact or Feel We
can work with your schedule. Coll Winter
Park 644-3934 or Orlando 857-9110
Work around your classes of a retail distribution center located near UCF. We need
people on a day to day basi~. Hours ore
7:30-4:00. Good pay & bonuses! Nol an
agency/no lee. Coll Today
TEAM SERVICES

a9a-2n2
New 3bdrm/2both duplex for rent l/l /87 .
Less than l ml to UCF. All appliances ... Including ... microwave, washer & dryer.
dishwasher, blinds, and burglar alarm. Asking 5575/mo. & lmo. deposit. Call Scott at
658-4310 for more lnlo.

°'

f·

HOLIDAY SPECIAL-2 weeks FREE RENT. Brand
new 2 bedm 2Y. both lownhomes near UCF
Equipped kitchen & verticals. flrlvole.
$450/monlh Call John at 644-5385.
QUEST APTS 2bedrm 2bolh close to UCF on
Alofayo & Aristotle. Wosher/dryer hook-ups
dishwasher, disposal, clean & spoceous
5385-400/mo plus sec. deposit. FREE RENT
lhru Dec. 15th coll 281-4712

Quality Word processing Check
1th
bookstore check-<:oshlng window
call
647-0600 . (51 25 pooe basic
ordprocesslng rote) Prices good this loll on

Extra Income or career. Immediate openings. Inexperienced energetic Individuals
apply lo George Wright Box 2826, C20,
Lacombe, AB TOC-ISO

• One mile from UCF campus •
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277 -9600

Dear John,
Lost night was the most romantic night that I
have ever spent with anybody. The dinner,
the fireplace the champaign, and squirrels
ore nothing compared lo what you are going to get tonight.
Ted

Typing Services In my home. Reasonable.
Call Ruth Richards • 894-7169.
ABS PROFESSIONAL WRITING SERVICE
Write, edit, type and print
RESUMES, LETIERS. MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.
2 blks. west of Altomonte Moll on SR436
at Hattaway Drive. Coll 260-6550.
l 0% discount with this ad.

To Hillary:
Be prepared ton ight. you'll find out offer
nine.

Excellent typing/Word processing. Editing,
technical, languages. Near East-Wesl/436.
273-7591 .

Lynne
Thanks for the help.
Mike

THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT
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Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems
• Keep a Dark. Rich Tan AU Year
• Clean. afe, , ro Burning
• Private Room and • lu ic
top ' e. perience our ew
C -. tA
GE Table. 1 t vi it FREE

•

TOWER PLACE

1st Visit

10376 E. Colonial, Suite 113

FREE

East of E . W. Exp . & W. of Alafaya

282-6042
ON.-FRI.: 8:30 A.M.-9 P .
SAT.: 9 A. .-5 P.M.

•

New customers onlyExpires Dec. 15, 1986

The Ce

The

BEAT
FROM PAGE 12

Puzzle

frontcourt starters, either Cliff Robinson or
Roy Hinson, will get more pine time. Both
have been playing well and neither is ready to
sit.
Tim McCormick, who has done a decent job
at center with Ruland out, will also get more
time to sit and watch once the oft-injured

Welcome to the real
world, where no grades
are given, no withdrawls
available, and no
answers to last issue's
crossword puzzle exist.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~===~=====~~'===~===~~'center

JIM'S TIRE SERVICE
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568·5102
6 Ml. East of Alofaya Tr. 1 Ml. West of Speedworld
USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES example:
13"
Sl2 to 520 235 /75815" 549.95
14"
514 to 520 195/75814" $40.95
15"
$15 to 520 185/80013" $35.95

Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

THE HAIR SHOP

lj_ Precision Style Cut $9.0~
·y~

FULL SERVICE SALON

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn-Dixie Center)
\ ..._ UNION PARK

•

"

•

WALK-INS WELCOME

HOOPLA

282·1700

FROM PAGE 12

Daily 9-5 &. Thurs. 'til 8

A telephone number, that is. 'Ca.use ifyou're at work when
the children come home from school, they
should know how to reach you.
Have 'em check in witl:i a. neighbor,
too. They'll feel better.
And so will you.
For more information
write me, McGrWrthe
Crime Dog. (That's my mug
on the right. Handsome;
huh?)CrimePrevenUon
C 1981 The AdvertlstngCo~U, ~·
Coal1Uon, Dept. A,
AmeBaagofrom the
•
Crime Prevention Coalltlon,
Box 6600, Rockville, Md.
.
th1s put?Uoat1cfo and Tl:ie Ad Council.
20850.
0

..

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-·

could be
bulimia

Florida Hospital

FROM PAGE 12

897-1616

is on the Bulls. Charles Oak.le i a good
board man 13.6 rpg) and te e Colter doe
a the pain guard spot, bu this team i
oefully eak in man places.
~ atch for the Bulls to fade around midseason. hen fichael is tired of carrying a
poor club to a pla off spot only to be knocked
off in the first round.
Rookies, rookies everywhere.
With 7 rookies taking roster spots in the
pro ranks. this may definitely be the year of
the rookie in the NBA. Ron Harper seems to
be the best of the bunch, averaging 22.8
points per game. He s emerged as a leader for
a young Cleveland club. Brad Daugherty has
been hitting the boards well in Cleveland,
while Mark Alarie has earned a starting spot
in Denver with the loss of Calvin Natt to
injuries. Kenny Walker is proving that lie
belongs in New York, averaging over 11
points and four rebounds a game.
However, there are also rookies with
problems. John Salley, who had hoped to take
over the power forward spot in Detroit, did
not make a field goal in his first two games.
Chris Washburn was averaging less than 4
points and 5 rebounds a game while drawing
the ire of head coach George Karl at Golden
State.
Overall, there are a lot of good rookies to
watch this season. This is by far the best crop
to come down the pipe in a long time.

here, questions that don't
need explanations, or long
memos with paper clips.
Questions you can answer
simply, with just a yes or a
no.
Should freshmen be eligible
for varsity play?
Should student athletes be
given a monthly stipend?
When there's a need at
home, a parent's death,
sickness, or a family problem,
will the school pay for the
student-athlete's plane
ticket?
Is co·m mercialization of
undergraduates for revenue
acceptable?
Should coaches, after a
three-year probationary
period, receive faculty
tenure?
Should the student body be
allowed
representative
seating at income-producing
· sporting events?

VOLLEYBALL

Binge eating followed by guilt. Forced vomiting.
Frequent use of laxatives. Any of these
symptoms could be a sign of bulimia - and a
w.iming to get help. The kind provided by our
Eating Disorders Program. So if you or someone
you care for suffers with this problem, call us and strike a healthy balance.

~Altamonte

What I'm trying to say to
you presidents of the
universities is, you don't need
the committees.
As Harry S. Truman put it,
the buck stops at your desk.
You can put up as many
studies and committees and
athletic
boards
and
consultants, with all their
buffalo chips, and what it still
breaks down to is that you're
the boss. You're the only one
that can say, enough is
enough.
Think about it. What
happens to the wagon, if you
won't keep t_he. reins in your
hands?
You're great at giving a
test. So let me give one to you
· just lay on a few questions

Binge eating?
It ·

&

returns.

Look for some unhappiness to develop in
the City of Brotherly Love. By the middle of
the season, someone will be griping about
playing time, or lack thereof.
The Michael Jordan syndrome- how long
can it last?
Jordan has basically been carrying the
Bulls early in the season. However, teams
have learned how to beat the Bulls: shut
down the rest of a mediocre squad and let
Jordan (38.4 ppg) get his -points. There is no
better illustration of this than last Friday
night, when Jordan scored 48 points, but his
Bulls dropped a 110-98 decision to Boston in
a nationally televised game.
The Bulls have lost two straight going into
Friday's game with the Knicks. A look at
their lineup shows why. Center Granville
Waiters can barely be classified as a decent
backuo oivot man mnrh 1P~s a starter like he

she said. "We got some major cotributions
from people that we really didn't expect so
much from.
''We have been hurt some by constantly
changing the line-up throughout the season. I
really wonder what we could have done with a
constant line-up."
Problems or not, the Lady Knights will
have get their game together for the
competition. UCF is on a five-game losing
streak, and has won only one game since
· October 2 2.
The NSW AC Tourney is staged in the
following fashion: each team will play the
other five teams once. The top four will be
ranked according to success.
The number-one team will then play the

Floral & Gift Shoppe · A Complete Floral Service
Cards • Gifts • Fresh Plants • Fresh & Silk Arrangements
Fruit Baskets • Stuffed Animals
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And finally, would you
explain to your coaches what
a "representative season" is,
in relation to wins and losses?
I'm going to say it once
again: the people who should
answer for these problems are
not the guys at the NCAA,
because they work at the
pleasure of the presidents of
the universities.
The presidents should
decide the policies, instead of
hiding behind com.mi ttees or
boards that never say
anything, that dance in the
shadows until the band goes
home.
To sum it up, I'd say:
college presidents, make
decisions. Make 'em even if
they are unpopular. It's time
for hardball, or college sports
are going to lose their
credibility throughout the
country.

fourth-ranked team, while two will take on
three.
The winners will then go on to decide who
will be this year's champions.
The Lady Knights start off their quest to
displace defending winners SU on Thursday,
when they play Georgia State at 7 p.m., and
Stetson at 9.
Friday, the tourney continues as they play
the rest of the conference, FAMU at 11 a.m.,
Georgia Southern at 2 p.m. and Mercer at 4.
The semi-finals will be held Saturday at 10
a.m., with the finals at 2 p.m.
The players themselves seem confident
going into the tourney. Senior Jill Savage
said, "We know we can win and we're ready
to prove it."
Gass said: "We're now peaking and we are
going to show that we are ready to win. With
everyone back and at their strongest, there's
no way we should lose.''

JOIN THE
GREAT
AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
NOV. 20

10% Off for UCF STUDENTS
10™ ANNIVERSARY
Mon.. Fri. 9-6 Sat. 9·5 1311 W. Broadway Oviedo

365-1585
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Ladies go for NSWAC title
by Chad Salinas
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Lady Knights volleyball team travels
to Atlanta this weekend to participate in the
New South Women's Athletic Conference
Tournament to be hosted by Georgia State.
Also in the conference are Stetson, Georgia
Southern College, GSU, Mercer and Florida
A&M.
UCF has a 4-0 record in NSW AC, including
two victories over SU. In their first meeting,
the Lady Knights easily defeated the Lady
Hatters, 15-9, 15-12 and 15-12.
The second jousting was tougher for the
ladies, but UCF came out the victors, 15-4,
15-12, 7-15, 7-15 and 15-8.
The Lady Knights also defeated FAMU
and GSC, giving up only one game in the
process.
UCF's strongest competition will come
from SU . . SU's only two losses in the
conference came to UCF. SU is led by Katy
Barbour, Kim Vach and Christy Hoffman.
A surprise team could be GSU. The Lady
Panthers are undefeated in NSWAC play,
although they have been playing against
lesser competition from the Mercer Teddy
Bears and the Lady Panthers of GSU.
F AMU, with Teralyn Dickey leading the
way, is perhaps the most confusing team in
the conference. The Lady Rattlerettes have
only two wins, but always seem to give UCF
a very tough match.
Lady Knights Assistant Coach DeeDee
Joe Weinstein/Central Florida Future
McClemmon explains: "FAMU is· probably
the team with the most psyche in the
No. 11, Kim Gass and her teammates head to Georgia conference. And we usually don't fare that
well against those kinds of teams.
Th~rsday for the NSWAC tournament at Georgia State.

BASKETBALL CORNER

'We are a basically low-key team, and
when we come up agains a team lik th t, w
tend to lose our edge.''
McClemmon feels that UCF i the t am to
beat, but that SU and F AMU are team that
could pose problems for the Lady Knight .
"We have the psychological edge on both
teams, considering that we beat tetson
twice and F AMU once,' she said. "But you
can never be too careful. '
The La<;iy Knights are not without th ir
problems, though. A major one deals wi h
injuries. Senior outside-hitter Melanie Clark
has been hampered in the recent weeks by a
sprained right ankle, while junior middle
blocker Kim Gass sustained a minor knee
injury in practice Tuesday.
Junior setter Terri Hinton was lo t for
much of the season due to a stomach
infection, and even hospitalized for a couple
of weeks. She has been practicing with the
team for two weeks, and has not played in a
game since early October.
The problems are so bad, that even Head
Coach Lyn King has missed the last few
practices due to pneumonia, and was not
available for comment.
According to McClemmon, Hinton will be
used sparingly in the first round. "We will
use her in spot situations more than anything
else," she said. "She can't expect to start off
at the same place where she left off. She is
really excited about coming back, though."
Winning the conference will cap off a
season in which the Lady Knights have
improved by 75 percent, according to coach
King. "As a whole, we (the coaches) are really
pleased with the way the season turned out,"

.

Al McGuire returns for more Hoopla

SEE VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 11

Citrus hope:
success
Staff report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Editor's note: The opinions expressed in
this column are that of Al McGuire and not
necessarily that of this paper.
The leaves are turning up their toes and
here we are, ready for another go-round, and
Some early observations
I have to say right off the top tp.at hoops,
on the NBA season:
buckets, nets, roundball--whatever-you want
The Jeff Ruland saga
to call it--it's out of.sight.
continues.
Everything is beautiful, and it's going to
Ruland, the center for the
76ers, ·has once again
get better, but:
It's time we ·stopped whipping that
suffered an injury. This time
he's
undergoing automatic punching bag in Shawnee
Mission, the NCAA, and put the blame o_n
arthroscopic surgery on his
the downside problems of college basketballright knee.
·
Ruland came to the Sixers -and our inability to handle them--where it
from Washington in the really belongs.
I'm talking about the problems we have
Moses Malone trade this
now with recruiting violations, academics,
summer. Since the season
began, Philly must be payments under the table, student-athletes
who aren't educated--let's put the blame for
regretting the fact they
all thi~ right where it belongs, in the laps of
made the trade. Ruland has
played in only two of 10 the presidents of the Division I universities.
First off, you must realize that these
regular season games and
his latest injury will sideline people are a unique combination of schotar,
educator, politician, fundraiser and labor
him for at least two weeks.
negotiator.
Ruland, who missed 97
And that, in addition, most are also
games over the past two
season, is making the uniquely self-centered--academic Captain
Queegs who are out of touch. walking
Malone -deal look bad for
Philly, especially since around thinking_ there s nothing more
Malone supposedly on the important. than finding out who stole the
down side of his all-star strawberries.
Too often when it comes to something
career, is averaging 23.2
points and -11.7 rebounds -· important, university presidents are too
content to play Pontius Pilate, washing
per game.
Philly will have other their hands of whatever comes their way.
Or, acting like an ostrich with its head in
problems when .Ruland
the sand, or a whale that doesn t come up for
returns which center around
playing time. Currently, the a blow quite often enough.
Sad as it may seem, their relationship to
ixers are without all-star
forward Charles Barkle, college athletics is like that of the bachleor
and Ruland.
hen they who's dating: he likes the girl on Saturday
night, because shes dressed like Astor's pet
return, one of the curren
horse.
But come .. onday morning when she has
SEE BEAT, PAGE 11

AL McGUIRE
Miller High Life
College basketball review

diarrl:J.ea and curlers in her hair, he doesn't
want to know her. That's how they feel when
it comes to college sports.
The truth of the mater is, the president of
the university should be where it's at--like
the Oval Office "?.'.hen the red phone rings.
He should be the Frank Sinatra, the Lee
lacocca, the Bruce Springsteen. He should
be the boss. Whatever happens at the
athletic department, the buck should stop at
the presidents' desk. ·
And if they don't realize that, then what
are they doing, out walking around the
stadium on Saturday afternoons, wearing
their ascot?
NO university president can expect that
he can have automatic alumni meetings
every Saturday in the fall and on the
weekends in wintertime, without being
aware that there are certain yes's and no's
that have to be answered.
Like the idea that, somewhere down the
line, student-athletes are going to have to
receive some type of financial compensation-even if, by comparison, a migrant worker
tips more than thae student-athlete is given
to live on.
Hey, the world of income-producing
sports is truly no inventory, no union, no
pensions--and yet, if any of these young
people so much as sell a complimentary
ticket, it immediately calls for the creation
of a committee to have Devil's Island reopened.
SEE HOOPLA, PAGE 11
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Recruiting the right mix of
teams in recent years has
launched the Florida citrus
Bowl toward eminent
success, drawing offers from
all three major TV networks
and landing a New Year's
Day contract with ABC
sports.
With competition from the
Rose, Sugar, Fiesta, Cotton
and Orange Bowls, what
teams will the Florida Citrus
Bowl seek to assure success in
the '87 New Year's Day
game?
But, the Sports Association
now looks to the far horizon,
the best TV Bowl rating in
America. This achievement
will take more than just a ,
regional match up.
''The days of our regional
games are probably behind
us,'' Florida Citrus Sports
Executive Directior Chuck
Rohe said. "From now on we
are going to have an
intersectional game almost
without exception, and
naturally, we would hope that
one of the sections would be
the Southeast."
This year, the selection
committee will look closely at
the runnerup in the Southeast
Conference, the area's top
independents, the Atlantic
Coast Conference champion
and second or third place
teams from the tradition rich
football powers of the Big 10and Big 8.

The entertainment and feature supplement

of~ Central Florida Rrture

------Banana ~ali=-chat with the a-peel-ing
Jill Bazele
~

BY

Ros

AND ZACH

So here we are! We finally made it to the front
page! It was getting crowded in the corner next to
the shoe ads on page six. What did it take to
make it to the front? Bribery? Favors? Or an interview with a local celebrity? Well, since we're
poor and not easy we decided our best bet was to
go out and find a local star. With little debate, we
decided to interview Jill Bazeley, of Channel 6
News.
Take your time and relish this interview as you
would a fine wine or a classic novel, because you
don't know what it took to bring this story to you.
First we had to call "Mr. Big" (he sounded like
Tom Carvel with a head cold) who told us to meet
him behind Hanger F at 1:09 a.m. at the Orlando
Executive Airport. Upon our arrival we were promptly blindfolded by two scantily clad female
Swedish agents, who escorted us aboard a Learjet.
After two hours, we were told to buckle up we were about to land. Once on the ground, with
our blindfolds removed, it was obvious they had
taken us to the most desolate place in the world East Oviedo! (Why it took two hours to get there,
we didn't know). We were then rushed into a
stretch Ford pickup which whisked us away to the
Oviedo Hilton where this interview took place.
(Actually all it took were a few well-placed calls to
Channel 6, and a 15-minute drive to the studio.)
The following interview represents the best of an
hour and a half interview with Jill Bazeley, in the
famous Green Room at Channel 6 studio.
Banana Talk: All right, let's ask the tough questions first. Where did you go to college?
Jill Bazeley: Well, I went to the University of
California-San Diego where I initially was in the
Pre-med program.
BT: So you weren't in the journalism field then?
JB: No, not really. I did write for the school paper,
and I was in the drama club. Actually, I built
scenery for our school's productions.
BT: Tell us honestly, what was the craziest thing
you did in college?
JB: The craziest? I really didn't do anything
crazy. The students at UCSD were actually nerds,
and were not into doing crazy stuff, so studying
was the wildest event there.
BT: Have you ever been to UCF&
JB: Yes, and I like the campus. I feel UCF has a
lot of potential to be a major university.
BT: How about basketball?
JB: Well, I like basketball, but only when I can
watch it live. I love to windsurf when I can, and I
also work out regularly.
BT: Enough about college. Let's get down to the
que tions our readers want to know - What's
your favorite junk food?
JB: Maui Potato Chips, made from Maui potatoes!
I've only seen them in Hawaii. They grow these
sp cial potatoes on Maui in this V?lcanic soil, and
they turn out so good!
BT: Has your popularity created any problems for
ou?
JB: Sometimes it creates problems, but you know
you an never tell about your local popularity.
Most people I run into tell me that I'm great or
I'm wonderful, and the people that don't like me
don't say anything... thank goodness. So you get a
er skewed outlook on the whole thing.

BT: Does it ever become bothersome, like when
you go shopping?
.
JB: Sometimes I get followed, or I have strange
people who follow me around. Occasionally, I'll
have somebody looking through my basket and
that's personal stuff! I don't like that at all.
BT: Where do you go to really get away from it
all?
.
JB: Windsurfing out on the lake. That's my biggest relaxant. All my worries just completely
disappear.
BT: How would you rate Orlando's nightspots?
JB: Well, I never go, it's just something I don't
do. I'm not into drinking, I don't like cigarette
smoke or loud noises. Even if there is a performer
who is enjoyable, I still don't like going into those
places. I think I've been "in one nightclub the
wbole time I've been here. Mainly, what it is, I
Volume 3 Number 12 November 20, 1986

work late every night of the week, so by the time
the weekend comes, I'm really wiped out.
BT: Do you take time to enjoy the arts?
JB: Yes, I'll occassionally go to a play, or an art
festival.
BT: Coming from California and Arizona, what do
you like least and best about Orlando?
JB: The cost of living is great here compared to
California. What I don't like, and I could get
myself into a lot of trouble here, but I have a
slight problem with the idea of the "Southern
Gentleman" who tends to be arrogant. I've had
more Southern gentlemen let doors slam in my
face than anywhere else. They seem to think that
they are highly in demand by "Southern Belles"
and that every Southern belle wants to marry
SEE BAZELEY PAGE 2
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A touch of burlesque
in The Boss' Wife

Calendar

BY MICK CROWLEY

The Boss' Wife is not a modern film
classic, nor does it intend to be. What it tries
and succeeds in doing is to be a fine example
of modern burlesque that stands well above
others of its kind.
Daniel Stern (Diner) is Joel Keefer, a
yuppie stockbroker invited to a picnic held by
his boss, Mr. Roalvang (Christopher
Plummer), during which time either he or his
conniving colleague Tony Dugdale (Martin
Mull) receives a promotion and a plum
account.
Keefer wants to take his wife, Janet
(Melanie Mayron), to the picnic, but she's
busy working on a book with her
photographer-friend Carlos (Fisher Stevens) ..
She concedes to go at the last minute. They

Photo Courtesy of Tri·Star Pictures.

Corporate climber Joel Keefer has second thoughts about the insatiable
Louise when he learns she is the title character in T~e Boss' Wife.

SEE M9VIE PAGE 4

Springsteen's collection sure ·to set record
s_v_B_E_N_B_Ro_T_EM_A_R_KL_E_

Without a doubt, the most
significant news in music this
week is the release of a
40-song collection of live
material
from
Bruce
Springsteen and the E Street
Band.
After only one day in the
record stores, the album sold
'over 2 million copies. Music
industry experts already
predict this collection will
break all previous sales
records.
The collection is available
in five-record, three-cassette
or three-compact disc set. All
include a book of lyrics and
concert photographs.
The release is much more
than your average live album.
The recordings span a 10-year
period.
Springs teen' s honest,
heartfelt lyrics have a
streetwise quality that blends

BAZELEY, IfROM

• CC FINE ARTS THEATRE
The eminole Cornmunjt.y College
Fine Arts Theatre presents Ted
Tally's Coming Attractions,
direct d by Paul Wegman. D c.
10 through 13 at 8 p.m. and Dec.
14 at 2 p.m. The SCC Fine Arts
Theatre Box Office opens Mon·
day, Dec. 1. For reservations, call
323·1450 or 843-7001 ext. 399.
General admission is $5, Senior
Citizens and Students $4.

Albums

The set also includes lesserband never kicks in as they do
in the studio version. The k now n songs such as
absence of the other "Grown' Up," "Bobby Jean"
instruments actually makes and "Nebraska," that are just
perfectly with his basic rock the song even more intense as easy to listen to as his
more popular songs.
'n' roll music. The skillful and poignant.
The only cover songs in the
The hard-rocking "Adam
saxaphone playing of
Clarence Clemons and the Raised a Cain" is next, collection are a sensitive
of
Woody
strong keyboards supplied by followed by a great rendition treatment
Guthrie's "This Land is Your
Roy Bittan and Danny of "Spirit in the Night".
Land, "the. soulful "War'' by
Federici give ample support
to Springsteen's songs.
A song-by-song analysis Barret Strong and Norman
Whether you've been a would fill the entire page, so Whitfield, and the album's
Springsteen fan since the suffice to say the album's closing song ''Jersey Girl'' by
·
Born to Run album, or started pace never stops. While Tom Waits.
Springsteen
himself
liking him with the songs like Springsteen does his share of
"Hungry Heart" and ballads, each one of these influences many of today's
"Cadillac Ranch," or even if concert versions has an popular performers and his
you just became a fan with energy and strength that music appeals to several
the Born in the U.S.A. album, shows you more from his generations of listeners. He is
truly a legend of American
you can't help but throughly music than ever before.
music,
and Live 1975-85 is a
enjoy this compilation.
Springsteen classics like
definitive
summary of his
"Fire" - originally made
Side one opens with the popular by the Pointer Sisters work.
Live 1975-85 was produced
''Rosa Ii ta (Come out
classic "Thunder Road."
by
Bruce Springsteen, Jon
Recorded at the intimate Tonight)," "Candy's Room,"
Landow
and Chuck Plotkin.
Roxy Theater, the song "Tenth A venue Freeze-Out"
begins with the usual acoustic. and "My _llometo"wn" are It is available at Peaches
Records for $24.94.
piano introduction, but the here in all their glory.

•ALICE COOPER
The outrageous Alice Cooper ap·
pears at the Daytona Beach
Ocean Center Dec. 29 at 8 p.m.
Tickets go on sale Nov. 21at9:30
a.m. at all Select·A-Seat outlets
and the Ocean Center box office.
To charge by phone call (904)
254·4545, and 1·800·858·6444 toll·
free. Reserved tickets are $15
each.

•PINE CASTLE .CENTER OF
THE ARTS
The Pine Castle Center of I.he
Arts turns 21 and celebrates with
a membership drive/birthday party. The Gala Garden Party will be
held Dec. 7 from 1to5 p.m. There
will be music, arts, crafts cham·
pagne and birthday cake, holiday
fashions by "Glorius Image."
Special party memberships are
avai4ible. The party will be held
at the Fishback Estate behi11d
Grenada Woods, on Lake Holden.
For more information, call
855-7461.

• ORLANDO OPERA
The Orlando Opera will present,
Amahl and the Night Visitors
Dec. 11 at 7 p.m. at the Orlando
Museum of Art at Loch Haven
Auditorium. Amahl and the Nigh
Visitors was originally written for
NBC televison where it was
broadcast on Christmas Eve
1951. Tickets are $5 and are
available at- the door. Reserva·
tions are suggested. For informa·
tion, call 896-7575.
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every Southern gentleman. I
don't know where they get this idea.
That's the epitome of arrogance to my
mind.
Now, we have the Southern belles, and
these are women who on one hand they
say 'OK, I'll have a career, I'm moving
up the ladder, I'm independent," but
really they are just greedy, conniving,
trying to marry the richest Southern
gentleman. Which explains why these
guys are arrogant and paranoid about
the Southern belles!
So sometimes I feel these women
looking at me as if I'm competition with
them, and I don t really feel like I am
because that's not· how I conduct my
life. But that's something only women
can sense, and if you try to explain it to
men, they never know what you're
talking about. Women look daggers, and
you can read their eyes when they're
fighting over men. Women here fight
over men constantly. You walk into a
room and it s an instant battle over men
in general, not just one particular man.
BT: nd where are these places?
JB: (Laugh) Everywhere.
o. it' a
omplicated ubject. These are educated
people who eem to haYe a dualit_r of
ambition . On one hand, to be modern
and elf-sufficient, but on he other hand
the · adhere to the traditional hing
the~ were taught - that they haYe to
marr.' a rich husband. The e are ju
ome •omen in their mid-20 .
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• THE BANGLES
On Nov. 26 MTV will air a concert
by the Bangles at 10 p.m. to kick
off this rear's Students Against
Multiple Sclerosis campaign on
more than 200 campuses. The
concert, which was taped in Oc·
· tober at the Syria Mosque in Pitt·
sburg_h, is a prize for CarnegieMellon University, which raised
the most money for Students
Against Multiple Sclerosis this
SJ?ri~g.
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Zach and Rob of Banana Talk interview Jill Bazeley of
Channel 6.
·
BT: What usually happens when you go BT: A dog?
out on a date?
JB: Yes, a dog with big droopy eyes, and
JB: ost (of the time), it's horrible. floppy ears. The kind that sort of
They get all freaked out and nervous lumbers around and drools.
and you say "Hey, calm down it's OK."
Well, there you have it, our first
I also find it's hard for most men and interview. we clidn't know what to
omen to get along as just friends here. expect going into this interview, but we
BT: Here· a serious question: If you are_very impressed.
could be anv animal, which one would
\~ hile talking to Jill Bazeley we
0U be?
~
realized her beauty anci..local celebrity
JB: I lo 'e this question.
status has not gone to her head. he's
BT: You mean omebody asked you this a professional whose job just happens
alread r?
to be in front of a camera (and
JB: o. really, I love it. ly answer thousands of fans . It really was a fun
"ould have to be a dog.
intervie .
7
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Asimov repea s ·past success ·th Foundation
L

BY ALA

VI

After a 45-year career
writing over 300 books (and
people say Stephen King is
prolific), it is difficult to
expect anything blazingly
original from Issac Asimov.
Way back when Asimov was
science fiction, and he created
in his books many of the ideas
with which science now
struggles - the robot, the
dictaphone typewriter - he
could easily have been called
a visionary.
But today Asimov seems
quaint. His most famous
books, The Foundation
Trilogy, trace the history of a
future galactic empire with
such an optimistic and simple
brand of science fiction that
its appeal is •limited to
• 16-year-olds, hardcore fans
and those seeking a nostalgic
trip back to a pre-World War
II, golden-age of happy times
in a nuke-free world.

psychohistory, the science of
prophecy; Earth, the
mythical home planet of all
the galaxy's people; and
Asimov's central characters
who want nothing more from
life than to see that the
Universe lives happily ever
after.
Foundation and Earth
continues exactly where
Foundation's Edge ended.
Golan Trevize has discovered
the perfect world of Gaia,
where everything and
everyone shares a global
consciousness. As a delegate
for the Foundation worlds,
Trevize must now decide
whether the future of the
galaxy rests in his worlds, or
in Gaia's non-political
spirituality. He travels from ·
world to world in search of the
maybe-mythical Earth,
hoping that his answer for the
future will be found by
discovering secrets of Earth.

The story is Golden Age
Asimov's latest book, fiction. There is none of the
Foundation and Earth cynicism, social awareness, or
updates the trilogy beyond grand philosophical and
1982's Foundation's Edge, political themes of, for
and further merges the links example, Dune, or The Left
of
Darkness.
between
Foundation's Hand
Galactic Empire and the Foundation and Earth has
w.orlds of his Robot novels. To remained on national
Asimov fans this is another bestseller lists because it is
chance to delve into his mind. old-fashioned simple.
It's all there: the three laws of
, robotics and the endless
Asimov knows himself and
dilemmas they can cause; knows his audience. As a

BEAT Tt-4~ .CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 .DRINKS
1·2 50¢ DRINKS
I

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM

50 cent DRINKS ·.

FROM 8 TO 10 .

r

scientist and a writer of mas
appeal he explains his many
ideas methodicall · and
repeatedly. For those of us
totally unfamiliar with the
world and conjecture of space
travel, Asimov treats us to
those facts of interstellar life
that most novelists wouldn't
consider:
''. .. he was always aware of
the direction in which any
planet under observation
rotated about its axis and
revolved about its star. When
both were counterclockwise,
_then the direction of c:me's
raised arm was north, and the
directions of one+s. feet was
south. And throughout the
galaxy, north was pictured as
above, and south as below .. .it
was pure convention, dating
back to primeval mists, and it
was followed slavishly. If one
looked at a familiar map with
south above , one didn't
recognize it. It had to be
turned about to make
sense ... ''
If this were anyone but
Asimov, one might almost
consider it filler.
The story of Foundation
and Earth is slow and
predictable. It's as if Asimov,
bored of writing this story
after 45 years, quickly and
deliberately ended it, once
and for all. He ties in
references to his latest books,
Robots of Dawn and Robots
and Empire, obviously
leaving himself open for

future stories in this galaxy. memories can
But now that the Foundatio.n bittersweet.
epic itself is over, _the

'WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
.
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY .DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
LIP·SYNC
COME AND SEE THE AREA'S
ALL-STAR LIP.·SYNC ARTISTS.

only be

FRIDAY MIAMI
VICE PARTY ·
WATCH THE SHOW ON
WIDE SCREEN T.VJ
CONTESTS, PRIZES
& T-SHIRTS

SATURDAY NIGHT·
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE ·
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Dogs of war do battle in frisbee competition
BY CHRISTINE HOBBY

Dogs have done well this year with a - fierce dedication. Dedication that is
especially important as the Dogs
record of 43-18.
have no athletic director, no sponsor
Despite their achievements, the
and little support.
team still faces many problems, most
Trave_ling around the country to
stemming from the misconceptions different competitions, using money
that surround the sport and its out of their own pockets, the team's
players. Many people do not realize members claim, "we do it for
Ulti~ate Frisbee is an organized
ourselves." The team travels in
demanding sport. It combines skills school vans or personal vehicles and
and maneuvers used in football, stays in hotels - a few members have
basketball and soccer. As Reid said, it even been forced to sleep in tents on
is "more competitive than any other occasion. "You can't be in your best
sport, and I've played them all."
condition if you sleep on the ground, ''
Reid said.

Bob Carroll, a graduate in
accounting, and James Reid, a fourth·
year management student are team
members in a sport not widely known
and certainly not greatly supported
at UCF. The pair play for the "Dogs
of War," UCF's men's Ultimate
Frisbee team.
In the past, the pogs have taken
this semi-obscurity for granted, but
now that the team is so successful
and getting better every year things
are starting to change.

·Ultimate Frisbee is demanding
The current members have been physically because it's such a fasttogether about three years and paced game. It is also "very
competed in California for the cerebral," according to Reid. "There's
nationals in 1985. This year, the Dogs more thinking involved than people
became state champions at the think. We always have to be alert"
competition held at UCF in October, and anticipate their opponents next
and last weekend both the men's and move.
women's teams traveled to Alabama
for the regionals. The women's team
For the players, Ultimate Frisbee
finished fourth and the Dogs, seeded
holds
a special attraction and inspires
third, finished in fifth. Overall, the
1
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teammates claim their image a
"hippies on drugs" lingers on with
some people who don't kno an
better. It is this image that both r
them the most. 'It's just lik any
other sport, Reid said. "You can t do
drugs and be a serious competitor. "
Others just don't see "frisbee ' a a
serious sport. The players would lik
to see that change.
II

"The Ultimate Frisbee Association
is trying to sell videos to ESPN. If
they can show roller derby on ESPN
they can show Ultimate Frisbee, '
Reid said. In the earlier days at UCF,
When the team qualified for the the team played more for fun but
nationals in 1985, Carroll calculated because "we're spending more money
how much they would need for the and traveling more, winning is more
trip and lobbied for the money important, " he said.
Now that the season is nearing an
through the UCF senate. They did
receive support from student end, the Dogs plan to take a few
government, but still had to come up months off and concentrate on
practicing and looking for sponsors.
with $180 each for plane fare.
They want ·to emphasize, Reid
Some of the difficulty in gaining explained, " how far we've come, how
support stems from people having the good we are, how we want to travel
wrong idea about the players. The more to be even better. "

for
Mull ' s
The Boss ' Wife is a far cry conflicts improves the film Delgado, the streetwise enough
tal en ts.
from most sex comedies and olaces it above film~ th::it photographer who finds con s iderable
today. Rather than rely only rely on jokes and one-liners to himself an uninvited guest of Considering the film was
Steinberg's firs t feature film,
on sex, writer-director Ziggy get by. The humor used here
Steinberg places emphasis on is risque as opposed to vulgar. the Roalvangs. Stevens does its direction and organization
•
the comedy aspect and uses The characters are portrayed a fine job creating conflict are superb.
and
adding
the
film's
quality.
elements of the French extremely well, but then most
The · Boss ' Wife is an
bedroom farce in making the sex comedies don't have The only poorly played role is
actors with the stature of Mull's, whose skill is wasted entertaining, sexy film for
film.
in the role of the maneuvering anyone looking for an evening
Plummer and Stern.
Tony Dugdale. That is not to of good, clean fun. The movie
In addition, the use of
Of special note is Fisher say the role was unnecessary, is currently showing at the
humor situations and Stevens in the role of Carlos but it was not significant Altamonte Cinema.
•

2

arrive at the train station,
where Keefer first encounters
the boss' wife, Louise (Arielle
Dombasle). She immediately
takes a liking to him without
knowing who he is. Once
Louise realizes who he is,
nothing will stop her pursuit
· of Keefer.

Try 1he "buddy system." and ask a friend to quit too.

AMERICAN

CANCER

soam·

Tire U(timate Unlimited Buffa
announces

Make your Career Choice From Our
GOURMET SELECTION

.

There's only one way to be sure of finding the field
that's best for you! Sample a wide variety of in·
dustries as an ATS employee!

Assomtecl Temporary Staffing, Inc.
000 Lake Ellenor Drive Suite 129
phone: (305) 857-3470
3191 Maguire Boulevard Suite 136
fWls*bfWls*• phone: (305) 894-7757 ·

•SPECIAL GRAND OPENING DISCOUNTS! t

BRAND NEW

.IN WINTER PARK!
• 2-l>edroom, 2-bath Bats
• 2-bcdrOom, 21h-bath townhomcs
• washer and d~r included
• lakcfront and r-ools1de units available
• a small, neighborly complex
• a quiet, convenient l()qlcion

..
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Buy one dinner, get second for half price.*
PLUS, Two-for-one cocktails with dinner!
Every Tuesday and Thursday Night

Kni9tit§' Fare
Unlimited Prime Ribs of Beef
Lobster Thermidor
Baked Virginia Ham
Crabml.!at Dewey
Barbeque Roast Loin of Pork
Pompano Pappillotte
Chicken Teriyaki
Haddock in Lemon Butter
Sweet & Sour Spareribs
PLUS, 55 item fruit, cheese and specialty salad buffet
PLUS ..fresh homemade French Bread &.Skyline Apple Muffins
PLUS, 3 Hours of Free Short Term Parking
First Dinner $13.95, Second Dinner
for $6.98
Si: rw J Seven Days A Weck

5 PM-IOPM

°"'Ill

ALDMA AVE.

Kni9ht Ni9ht

TEALWOOD
PARKE

/)It

From SR 436, Aloma cast to Palmetto Dmc,
then 1 block south.

' StuJ cnts, facul tv and staff of UCF nccJ
onlv shuw llnh·~r..1 1\' 1.0. or busuh:ss .:JrJ,
or iJCF Cri:J11 Uni~n Mcmbcr CarJ to
rc~civc J 1i.cuunt.
Rcsctva tmru. are recommended, bu t not

JR"7 !!'!:m~
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and S.afooJ

Orlando lntemational Anport • 855-6761

lminc Centu open daily 9 a.m.. co 6 p..m.,
J 0000 to s p.m.

4704 l.uda Coun •Winter Put. Fl 32792
(301) 679-mS
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